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ABSTRACT
Real-time emotion detection has being attracted to human attention
recently. Recognizing the inner emotion not only assists people to
communicate and understand with each other, but also prevents the
occurrence of the serious diseases (e.g., autism) and the emergency
(i.e., child abuse, sexual invasion). Existing works usually adopt
the professional and cumbersome devices to learn the emotions,
and therefore limited in the daily usage. In this work, we design a
pervasive and wearable device E-See that enables to recognize the
emotion in real time. The prototype of the device is deployed in a
microcomputer currently, and it can be resized as a small button
worn on the collar or extend as a platform to detect the real-time
emotion.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI);
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1 INTRODUCTION
Emotion identification is a fundamental part of the affective com-
puting. From the view of communication, recognizing the real-time
emotion status or switching helps people to communicate, and thus
understand each other better. From the view of safety and health,
tracking the emotions could prevent emergency happen such as
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child abuse or sexual invasion, as well as the diseases including the
autism.

How to recognize the emotion in real time has spawned a signif-
icant amount of research works and industrial products. To name
a few, Fei Tao et al., [11] built a platform to analyze the acoustic
signals to infer the human emotions. However, predicting only
based on the acoustic signals generally yields an unsatisfied perfor-
mance, and the complicated workflow limits to a few application
scenarios. Robert LiKamWa et al., [10] leveraged the smartphones
to sense the user daily operations and then predicted the human
mood. Although their operation is ubiquitous, they cannot analyze
the user’s mood in real time. Therefore, a high-accuracy emotion
recognition device with pervasive operation workflow is urgent
required

Inspired by the above concerns, we propose E-See , a wearable
device to recognize the human emotion in real time. E-See is a
micro-computer based machine that automatically monitors the
acoustic and visual signals of the users via the embeded micro-
phone and camera. To be specific, it is composed of two modules:
the acoustic analytics module and the visual analytics module. The
acoustic module is continuously monitoring the user’s voice by the
microphone. While the potential acoustic signals of emotion occur-
ring, E-See triggers the visual monitoring engine to take pictures
of the user’s facial expression by the camera. Both the acoustic
and visual signals are fed into an inference model on the emotion
analytics, which gurantee the recognition performance and and
enhance the system resilience. Additionaly, the tiny size and easy-
operation workflow makes E-See ubiquious in daily usage. In the
current prototype, E-See focuses on four kinds of common emotion
analysis: Happy, Neutral, Sad and Angry. It could be extended to
more emotion inference in the future.

E-See has been evaluated on a large-scale corpus dataset. This
dataset is composed of more than 3000 audio clips per emotion.
Around 70% emotion detection accuracy shows the outstanding
inference performance on the emotion recognition. The evaluation
results show the low energy consumption and CPU utilization,
which makes E-See acceptable in daily use.

2 SYSTEM DESIGN ANDWORKFLOW
E-See is composed of two parts: the system end is for the real-
time analytics and the cloud and the user end is for the long-term
analytics.

In the system end, E-See continuously invokes the embedded
microphone to monitor the acoustic signals of users with 16KHz
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Figure 1: The architecture of E-See .
sampling rate. The raw data are processed via the pyaudioanalysis
toolkit [1] to generate 34-dimensional acoustic features. The col-
lected acoustic features are fed into a speech recognition model for
the emotion analytics. The speech recognitionmodel is an attention-
based LSTM model [6], which has been pre-trained by the corpus
datasets involving the four kinds of emotion. Once meeting with
the representative acoustic signals of the to-be-detected emotions,
E-See further triggers the camera to capture the images. The visual
signal sampled by the camera is processed by a CNN-based frame-
work [9], which is also pre-trained by the emotion image datasets.
Afterward, the multi-modal (i.e., visual and acoustic) signals are
fused together to recognize the emotion, which enhances the sys-
tem resilience and improves the inference capability. In this way,
E-See is able to recognize the emotion in real time.

Compared with the real-time analytics in the system end, the
objective of the cloud and user end is for a long-term emotion ana-
lytics. In the first, the inference results output from the system end
are transferred and collected in the cloud. By analyzing the percent-
age of four kinds of emotion (i.e., happy, sad, angry and neutral),
we offer the service of weekly and monthly emotion analytics of
the users and provide a report. The long-term analytics helps the
user for their healthcare.

3 EVALUATION
Dataset. E-See has been evaluated on the corpus dataset composed
of 3591 speech clips of each emotion, which involves a total of 212
females and 218 males speech segments. We randomly select 80%
of the dataset as the training data and the left is the testing data.
Inference Performance. Fig. 2 illustrates the inference perfor-
mance of E-See on the four kinds of emotion detection. As shown,
all the precision values of the four kinds of emotion are more than
60%, and it performs the best on the "sad" with 67.85%. The recall
values of the four emotion ranging from 55.26% ("neutral") to 76.97%
("happy"). In general, E-See achieves with 66% accuracy overall,
which is much higher than the accuracy of random guess (25%).
System Overhead. To make sure that E-See is acceptable in daily
use, we evaluate its overhead in terms of the energy consumption
and the CPU utility. The prototype is installed in the Raspberry
Pi 3b platform, with CPU Broadcom BCM2837B0 quad-core A53
(ARMv8) 64-bit with 1.4GHz. We install a power logger and CPU-
monitor on the Raspberry Pi 3b. They record the power and CPU
dynamics every 30 minutes while E-See is running. Statistically,
E-See consumes less 5% power every 1 hour, and it occupies around

Figure 2: The inference performance of E-See .

40% utility of CPU. The results demonstrate that E-See only con-
sumes a few resources during running, which is acceptable in the
daily usage.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Real-time emotion identification is of great importance for human
beings. In this work, we design and implement E-See , a wearable
device that recognizes four kinds of daily emotions in real time. It
utilizes both acoustic and visual signals to infer the emotion. In the
future, we plan to install E-See on the smartphone for the blood
glucose monitoring [2, 7], sleep tracking [3, 4] and people behaviors
analytics [5, 8].
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